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Abstract: Starting from a finitely ramified self-similar set X we can construct an
unbounded set X<∞> by blowing-up the initial set X. We consider random blow-ups
and prove elementary properties of the spectrum of the natural Laplace operator on
X<∞> (and on the associated lattice). We prove that the spectral type of the oper-
ator is almost surely deterministic with the blow-up and that the spectrum coincides
with the support of the density of states almost surely (actually our result is more
precise). We also prove that if the density of states is completely created by the so-
called Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues, then almost surely the spectrum is pure point
with compactly supported eigenfunctions.
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In this text we prove elementary results on spectral properties of Laplace operators
on unbounded fractal lattices based on finitely ramified self-similar sets, and there
continuous analogous. One of the main novelty in this text is to consider random
blow-up, i.e. the unbounded lattice or fractal is constructed by blowing-up randomly
the initial figure. The results of this text show that the natural Laplace operator on
these random lattices share the same basic properties as ergodic families of random
Schro¨dinger operators, as defined for example in [10], [2]. In particular, we consider
the relations between the spectrum of the operator and two important measures: the
density of states and the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues (also called molecular
states in [11]) which are eigenvalues associated with eigenfunctions with both Neuman
and Dirichlet boundary condition. In [14] we investigated the relations between these
measures and the dynamics of a certain renormalization map, which is a rational map
of a compact Ka¨hler manifold.
Starting from a finitely ramified self-similar setX (for example a p.c.f self-similar set
as in [4]) we can construct an increasing sequence X<n> by blowing-up X. The way the
set X is blowed-up is represented by a sequence ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn, . . . ) in {1, . . . , N}
N,
where N is the number of cells in X. The unbounded set X<∞> is defined as the union
X<∞> = ∪nX<n>. If H = H<0> is the ”natural” Laplace operator on X then we can
define by scaling a sequence of operators H<n> on X<n> and H<∞> on X<∞>. The
density of states (resp. of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues) is defined as the limit of the
renormalized counting measures of the eingenvalues of H<n> (resp. of the Neuman-
Dirichlet eigenvalues of H<n>). In section 2 we prove three elementary results. The
first two are the counterpart of well-known properties of ergodic families of random
Schro¨dinger operators. The third one is more specific to our situation since it involves
the Neuman-Dirichlet spectrum which is empty in the case of Schro¨dinger operators
on Zd.
• In proposition (1) we prove that almost surely on ω, the support of the density of
states is equal to the spectrum of the operator on X<∞> (actually, we can precise
for which ω this equality is always true).
• In proposition (2) we prove that the spectral type of the operator is almost surely
deterministic, i.e. that there exists deterministic subsets Σ, Σac, Σsc, Σpp such
that almost surely in ω, Σ, Σac, Σsc, Σpp are respectively the spectrum, the
absolutely continuous spectrum, the singular continuous spectrum and the pure
point spectrum of the operator on X<∞>.
• In proposition (3) we prove that if the density of states is completely created
by the Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues (i.e. if the density of states is equal to the
density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues) then the spectrum of the operator on
X<∞> is pure point with compactly supported eigenfunctions, almost surely in ω.
This result is important since in [14], theorem 4.1 and proposition 4.4, we proved
that this happen exactly when the asymptotic degree of the renormalization map
is smaller than N , the number of cells in X.
In section 3 we introduce several measures that generalize the density of states and
the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues to the different parts of the spectrum.
The result of proposition 2 suggests that the right object to investigate is the almost
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sure type of the spectrum of the operator on X<∞>. A step is done in this direction
in [14], where the density of states and the density of N-D eigenvalues are computed
in terms of a certain explicite renormalization map. Previously, for some particular
examples the spectral properties has been investigated, cf [8], [16], [13]. In particular
in [16], Teplyaev investigated the spectrum of the discrete Laplace operator on the
lattice associated with the Sierpinski gasket for different blow-ups.
In the first section we briefly recall the notations, but we send to the main text [14]
for precise definitions, examples and a more complete bibliography.
1 Notations
1.1 Self-similar sets and self-similar lattices.
We first briefly recall the notations and definitions of [14]. Suppose that X is a finitely
ramified self-similar set as defined in [14] and, to simplify notations, that X has a
geometrical embedding in Rd. This means that X is a proper compact connected
subset of Rd and that there exists N strictly contractive similitudes (Ψ1, . . . ,ΨN ),
with distinct fixed points, such that
X = ∪Ni=1Ψi(X),
and that there exists a subset F of the set of fixed points (x1, . . . , xN ) of (Ψ1, . . . ,ΨN )
such that
Ψi(X) ∩Ψj(X) = Ψi(F ) ∩Ψj(F ), ∀i 6= j.
Set Ω = {1, . . . , N}N and fix an element ω of Ω. We define the blow-up of X as the
sequence of increasing sets X<n> defined by X<0> = X and
X<n> = Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1wn(X).
We set X<∞> = ∪
∞
n=0X<n>. The boundary of X<0> = X is defined as ∂X = F and
we set
∂X<n> = Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1wn(F ),
and ∂X<∞> = ∩n ∪m≥n ∂X<m>. We also set
◦
X<n> = X<n> \ ∂X<n> (and similarly
for X<∞>). Remark that
X<n+p> = ∪j1,... ,jpX<n+p>,j1,... ,jp,
where
X<n+p>,j1,... ,jp = Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1ωn+p(Ψj1 ◦ · · · ◦Ψjp(X)).
We call the X<n+p>,j1,... ,jp the < n >-cells of X<n+p> and we remark that
X<n> = X<n+p>,ωn+p,... ,ωn+1
. Remark also that X<n+p>,j1,... ,jp is naturally isomorphic to X<n>.
This structure of increasing sets has a discrete counterpart. Set F<0> = F and
F<n> = Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · ·Ψ−1wn(∪
N
j1,... ,jn=1Ψj1 ◦ · · · ◦Ψjn(F )).
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(Hence, F<n> is the union of the boundaries of the 0-cells X<n>,j1,... ,jn of X<n>.) The
sequence F<n> is clearly increasing and we set F<∞> = ∪nF<n>. Similarly, we have
F<n+p> = ∪j1,... ,jpF<n+p>,j1,... ,jp,
where F<n+p>,j1,... ,jp are the < n >-cells of F<n+p> defined by
F<n+p>,j1,... ,jp = Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1ωn+p ◦Ψj1 ◦ · · · ◦Ψjp(∪i1,... ,inΨi1 ◦ · · · ◦Ψin(F )).
We set ∂F<n> = ∂X<n> and
◦
F<n> = F<n> \ ∂F<n> (and idem for ∂F<∞>).
1.2 Self-similar Laplacians.
We fix for the rest of the text two N -tuples (α1, . . . , αN ) ∈]0, 1[
N and (β1, . . . , βN ) ∈
]0, 1[N such that β1 + · · · βN = 1. The N -tuple (α1, . . . , αN ), resp. (β1, . . . , βN ) will
represent the scaling in energy, resp. in measure in our structure. We set γi = (αiβi)
−1
and we make the following assumption
(H) We suppose that (β1, . . . , βN ) is proportional to (α
−1
1 , . . . , α
−1
N ) so that γi does
not depend on i. We denote by γ the common value of the γi.
Construction in the discrete case.
To construct a dicrete Laplace operator on the sequence of lattices F<n> we suppose
given A, a non-negative symmetric endomorphism of RF of the form
Af(x) = −
∑
y∈F,y 6=x
ax,y(f(y)− f(x)), ∀f ∈ R
F ,∀x ∈ F, (1)
where ax,y, x 6= y, are non negative reals such that ax,y = ay,x. We suppose moreover
that A is irreducible, i.e. that the graph on F defined by strictly positive ax,y is
connected. We suppose also given a strictly positive measure b on F .
We denote by A<n>,i1,... ,in (resp. b<n>,i1,... ,in) the copy of the operator A (resp. of the
measure b) on the cell F<n>,i1,... ,in (cf [14] for precise definition). Then we define the
symmetric operator A<n> and the measure b<n> on F<n> by
A<n> =
N∑
i1,... ,in=1
αω1 · · ·αωnα
−1
i1
· · ·α−1in A<n>,i1,... ,in , (2)
b<n> =
N∑
i1,... ,in=1
β−1ω1 · · · β
−1
ωn βi1 · · · βinb<n>,i1,... ,in . (3)
Remark 1 : We see from the definition that the value of A<n> and b<n> depend on
the N -tuples (α1, . . . , αN ) and (β1, . . . , βN ) only up to a constant.
Remark that A<n> and b<n> form an inductive sequence since if supp(f) ⊂
◦
F<p>
for p ≤ n then
A<n>f = A<p>f and
∫
fdb<n> =
∫
fdb<p>.
Therefore A<n> and b<n> can be extended respectively to a linear operator A<∞> on
RF<∞> and to a measure b<∞> on F<∞>.
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Remark that since X is connected, A<n> is irreducible, i.e. A<n>f = 0 implies that
f is a constant function. Denote by < ·, · > the usual scalar product on RF<n>. Let
H+<n> be the operator on L
2(F<n>, b<n>) defined by:
< A<n>f, g >= −
∫
H+<n>fgdb<n> ∀f, g ∈ R
F<n> . (4)
The operator H+<n> is non-positive, self-adjoint on L
2(F<n>, b<n>). The operator with
Dirichlet boundary condition, denoted H−<n>, is the self-adjoint operator on R
◦
F<n>
defined as the restriction of H+<n> to R
◦
F<n> ≃ {f ∈ RF<n> , f|∂F<n> = 0}. To be
coherent with the notations of the continuous case we sometimes write D+<n> = R
F<n>
and D−<n> = R
◦
F<n> for the domains of H±<n>.
If K > 0 is such that < Af, f >≤ K
∫
f2db for all f in RF then it is easy to
see from (2) and (3) and assumption (H) that the same inequality is true for A<n>
and b<n> and for A<∞> et b<∞>. Thus the sequence H
±
<n> is uniformly bounded for
the operator norm on L2(b<n>) and can be extended into a non-positive, self-adjoint
operator H+<∞> on D
+
<∞> = L
2(b<∞>). We define H
−
<∞> as the restriction of H
+
<∞>
to D−<∞> = {f ∈ D
+
<∞>, f|∂F<∞> = 0}. Clearly, we have
< A<∞>f, g >= −
∫
H±<∞>fgdb<∞>, ∀f, g ∈ D
±
<∞>.
Remark that if ∂F<∞> = ∅ then the operators H
+
<∞> and H
−
<∞> are equal and in this
case we simply write H<∞> for H
+
<∞> = H
−
<∞>.
Note finally that the hypothesis (H) corresponds to a property of local invariance
by translation of the operator H±<∞>, as explained in [14] (this assumption is related
to the lattice case condition introduced in [5], [6]).
In the continuous case
We know that there exists a unique positive measure on X, which is self-similar
with respect to the weights (β1, . . . , βN ), i.e. which statisfies
∫
X
fdm =
N∑
i=1
βi
∫
X
f ◦Ψidm.
We suppose given on X a local, regular, conservative Dirichlet form (a,D) on L2(X,m),
self-similar with respect to the weights (α1, . . . , αN ), as defined in [12]. Essentially, this
means that a satisfies
a(f, f) =
N∑
i=1
(αi)
−1a(f ◦Ψi, f ◦Ψi).
On X<n> we define the measures m<n> and the Dirichlet form (a<n>,D<n>) by
scaling by
∫
X<n>
fdm<n> = β
−1
ω1
· · · β−1ωn
∫
X
f ◦Ψ−1ω1 ◦ · · · ◦Ψ
−1
ωndm, ∀f ∈ C
0(X<n>),
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and
D<n> = {f ∈ L
2(m<n>), s.t. f ◦Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1ωn ∈ D},
a<n>(f) = αω1 · · ·αωna(f ◦Ψ
−1
ω1
◦ · · · ◦Ψ−1ωn ).
If f in D<n+p> is such that supp(f) ⊂
◦
X<n> then we see that a<n+p>(f, f) =
a<n>(f, f) and
∫
fdm<n> =
∫
fdm<n+p>. Hence, we see that m<n> can be extended
to a measure m<∞> on X<∞>, and we set
D<∞> = {f ∈ L
2(X<∞>,m<∞>), sup
n
a<n>(f|X<n> , f|X<n>) <∞},
and a<∞>(f, f) = limn→∞ a<n>(f|X<n> , f|X<n>) on D<∞>. We set D
−
<n> = {f ∈
D<n>, f|∂X<n> = 0} and D
+
<n> = D<n> (and idem for D
±
<∞>). We define H
±
<n> and
H±<∞> as the infinitesimal generators of (a<n>,D
±
<n>) and (a<∞>,D
±
<∞>).
We refer to [14] for examples.
1.3 The density of states and the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues.
We denote both in the continuous case and in the lattice case by ν±<n> the counting
measure of the eigenvalues of the operators H±<n> (in the lattice ν
±
<n> is a finite sum of
Dirac masses, in the continuous case it is a countable sums of Dirac masses accumulating
at infinity). As usual, the density of states, that we denote µ, is defined as the limit
(when it exists and is the same for Neuman and Dirichlet boundary condition)
µ = lim
n→∞
1
Nn
ν±<n>.
The existence of this measure is proved in [3], [5]. (Remark that despite the terminol-
ogy, µ is a measure which does not necessarly have a density).
We say that a function f is a Neuman-Dirichlet (N-D for short) eigenfunction of
H<n> with eigenvalue λ if it is both an eigenfunction of H
−
<n> and H
+
<n>, i.e. in the
lattice case this means that f is D−<n>, i.e. f|∂F<n> = 0, and that
< A<n>f, g >= −λ
∫
fgdb<n>, ∀g ∈ D
+
<n> = R
F<n> ,
and in the continuous case that f is in D−<n>, and that
a<n>(f, g) = −λ
∫
fgdm<n>, ∀g ∈ D
+
<n>.
We denote by νND<n> the counting measure of the N-D eigenvalues ofH<n> (counted with
multiplicity) and by END<n> the subspace of D
+
<n> generated by the N-D eigenfunctions.
Remark that any function f of END<n>, when extended by 0 to F<n+p> (resp.
X<n+p>) is a N-D eigenfunction of H<n+p>. When extended by 0 to F<∞> (resp.
X<∞>) it is an eigenfunction of H
+
<∞> and H
−
<∞>, with compact support. We denote
by HND the closure in D
+
<∞> of the space ∪nE
ND
<n>.
It is easy to see that
νND<n+1> ≥ Nν
ND
<n>.
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Indeed, if f is a N-D eigenfunction of H<n> then we can construct N copies of f on
the N < n >-cells of F<n+1>. Precisely, for all i = 1, . . . , N we consider the function
fi on R
F<n+1> which is the copy of f on F<n+1>,i and equal to 0 on F<n+1> \F<n+1>,i.
These functions form an orthogonal familly of N-D eigenfunctions of H<n+1> with same
eigenvalues (by the hypothesis (H)). Thus, the limit
1
Nn
νND<n>
exists and is called the density of N-D eigenvalues and we denote it by µND.
2 Statements and proofs of the results.
We state 3 elementary results on the spectrum of these operators and their relations
with the density of states and the density of N-D eigenvalues. The first one is the
counterpart of a classical result for random Schro¨dinger operators (but nevertheless
never appeared in the litterature). For convenience, we suppose here the existence of
the density of states.
We denote by Σ± the topological spectrum of the operators H±<∞> (and we simply
write Σ when ∂F<∞> = ∅). We recall that the essential spectrum is obtained from
the spectrum by removing all isolated points corresponding to eigenvalues with finite
multiplicity, we denote it by Σ±ess.
Proposition 1 For both the discrete and the continuous case we have the following:
i) If the boundary set ∂X<∞> = ∂F<∞> is empty then suppµ = Σ = Σess.
ii) Otherwise we just have suppµ = Σ+ess = Σ
−
ess. Moreover, the eigenvalues even-
tually lying in Σ± \ supp(µ) have multiplicity 1.
Remark 2 : We are in case i) for almost all blow-up ω, for the product of the uniform
measure on {1, . . . , N}.
Remark 3 : In [13] we proved i) in the case of Nested fractals for equal weights αi = α
and βi =
1
N
. For this class of self-similar sets, due to symmetry arguments, we proved
that the equality suppµ = Σ+ = Σ− is true even in the case ii). In [15], we plan to show
that in the case of the unit interval blowed-up to the half-line R+ (by the constant blow-
up ωk = 1) the spectrum of the operator can be pure point with isolated eigenvalues of
multiplicity 1 lying in the complement of suppµ and accumulating on suppµ. Therefore
in this case the equality Σ±ess = suppµ is satisfied by not Σ
± = suppµ.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of [13], except that we must be carreful with the
inhomogeneous weights αi, βi and that we must prove the extra result ii). We consider
first the discrete case. We know from section 1.2 that the norm of the operator H±<∞>
in L2(F<∞>, b<∞>) is finite, say smaller than a real K > 0.
By classical arguments we know that supp(µ) ⊂ Σ±ess. We denote by P
±
<∞>(dλ) and
P±<n>(dλ) the spectral resolution of the operators H
±
<∞> and H
±
<n> resp. on D
±
<∞>
and D±<n>. We first prove i). We suppose that ∂F<∞> = ∅ and we let λ ∈ Σ and ǫ > 0.
We choose f in P<∞>([λ − ǫ/4, λ + ǫ/4])(D<∞>) such that
∫
f2db<∞> = 1. For all
η > 0 we can find n0 such that
∫
F<∞>\
◦
F<n0>
|f |2db<∞> ≤ η. We define f˜ by f˜ = f on
◦
F<n0> and f˜ = 0 on F<∞> \
◦
F<n0>. We have easily∫
|H<∞>f˜ − λf˜ |
2db<∞> ≤ K
2η + ǫ2/16 + λ2η,
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and
∫
|f˜ |2db<∞> ≥ 1− η.
Set fˆ = f˜
(
∫
|f˜ |2db<∞>)
1
2
. For p0 large enough fˆ is in DH+<n0+p0>
∩ DH−<n0+p0>
(precisely,
it is sufficient that ∂F<n0+p0> ∩ ∂F<n0> = ∅, which is possible since ∂F<∞> = ∅). We
can choose η such that
∫
|H<∞>fˆ − λfˆ |
2db<∞> ≤ ǫ
2/4. (5)
Then we proceed as in lemma 2.1. of [13]. Precisely, equation (5) and the fact that fˆ
is in DH+<n0+p0>
∩ DH−<n0+p0>
, imply that
‖P±<n0+p0>([λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ])(fˆ)‖ ≥
1
4
.
At each level < n0 + p0 + k > we can make N
k copies of fˆ on the < n0 + p0 >-cells of
F<n0+p0+k>. This implies that
∫
[λ−ǫ,λ+ǫ]
ν±<n0+p0+k> = Tr(P
±
<n0+p0+k>
([λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ])) ≥
1
4
Nk.
This implies that µ([λ− ǫ, λ+ ǫ]) ≥ 1
4Nn0+p0
> 0. Hence, we proved that λ ∈ supp(µ).
To prove ii) it is enough to prove that if λ ∈ Σ is such that for all ǫ > 0 dimP±<∞>([λ−
ǫ, λ+ǫ])(D±<∞>) ≥ 2 then λ is in suppµ. We do the proof for the Neuman boudary con-
dition, the proof for the Dirichlet boundary condition being identical. If ∂F<∞> 6= ∅
then ∂F<∞> contains a unique point that we denote z0. Let ǫ > 0 and suppose
that dimP+<∞>([λ − ǫ, λ + ǫ])(D
+
<∞>) ≥ 2. We can find f , with L
2 norm 1, in
P+<∞>([λ− ǫ/4, λ+ ǫ/4])(D
+
<∞>) such that f(z0) = 0. Then, exactely as previously we
can construct fˆ with norm 1, proportional to f on F<n0>, null outside, and such that∫
|H+<∞>fˆ − λfˆ |
2db<∞> ≤ ǫ
2/4. Moreover, we see that fˆ is in D
H+<n0+1>
∩ D
H−<n0+1>
(indeed, ∂F<n0+1> ∩ ∂F<n0> = {z0} and fˆ(z0) = 0). At this point the proof goes
exactly as before.
The proof in the continuous case is more technical since we cannot just approximate
the function f by its restriction to X<n> (which is in general not in the domain of
H<∞>), but we need to approximate it smoothly as it is done in [13]. We safely leave
the details to the reader since the proof given for the discrete case for ii) and the ar-
guments developped in [13] give easily the result. 
The following results concern the Lebesgue decomposition of the spectrum. Let us
first recall some elementary notions. We denote by P±<∞>(dλ) the spectral resolution of
the self-adjoint operator H±<∞> on the Hilbert space D
±
<∞>. If f is in D
±
<∞>, remind
that the spectral measure of f is defined as the measure σ±(f)(dλ) on R given by
σ±(f)(A) = ‖P±<∞>(A)(f)‖
2,
for any borelian A ⊂ R, where ‖‖ denotes the L2 scalar product associated with b<∞>
on F<∞> in the discrete setting, and m<∞> on X<∞> in the continuous setting. We
denote by σ±ac(f)(dλ), σ
±
sc(f)(dλ), σ
±
pp(f)(dλ) respectively the absolutely continuous,
the singular continuous, the purely ponctual part of the Lebesgue decomposition of the
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measure σ±(f)(dλ). Remind that the Hilbert space D±<∞> can be decomposed into
three orthogonal Hilbert subspaces (cf for example [2])
D±<∞> = H
±
ac ⊕H
±
sc ⊕H
±
pp,
such that f is in H±ac, H
±
sc, H
±
pp iff its spectral measure is respectively absolutely con-
tinuous, singular continuous or purely ponctual. The Lebesgue decomposition of the
spectrum is the closed sets Σ±ac, Σ
±
sc, Σ
±
pp equal to the topological spectrum of the re-
striction of H±<∞> to the subspaces H
±
ac, H
±
sc, H
±
pp. It is clear that the subspaces HND
generated by the Neuman-Dirichlet eigenfunctions is included in both H−pp and H
+
pp.
It is then natural to define H˜±pp as the orthogonal supplement of HND in H
±
pp and to
define Σ˜±pp and ΣND as the topological spectrum of H
±
<∞> restricted respectively to
H˜pp and HND. It is clear by definition that ΣND = suppµ
ND (and this is true for any
blow-up ω).
As pointed out, the infinite lattices F<∞> (or the unbounded set X<∞>) are not
isomorphic for different blow-up ω. Hence, the spectral properties of H±<∞> depends a
priori on ω: to show this dependence we sometimes write P±<∞>(ω, dλ), Σ
±
· (ω), · · · .
We endow Ω = {1, . . . , N}N with the product of the uniformmeasure on {1, . . . , N}.
In the next two propositions we give almost sure results on the blow-up. The following
result is the analogous of a result initially due to Pastur, [9], for random Schro¨dinger
operators.
Proposition 2 There exist deterministic sets Σ, Σac, Σsc, Σpp, Σ˜pp and ΣND such
that for almost all ω in Ω (for the product of the uniform measure on {1, . . . , N}) we
have
Σ±(ω) = Σ, Σ±· (ω) = Σ·, Σ˜
±
pp(ω) = Σ˜pp.
Remark 4 : As we pointed out, ΣND is constant in ω and equal to supp(µ
ND). From
proposition 1 we see that the almost sure spectrum Σ is equal to suppµ.
Remark 5 : The structure of the spectrum can really depend on ω. In a forthcoming
paper, [15], we plan to prove that for a self-similar Sturm-Liouville operator on [0, 1],
the spectrum is continuous for a typical blow-up ω, but can be pure point for a partic-
ular ω.
Proof: Remark first that for almost all blow-up ω, ∂F<∞> = ∅. It is thus enough to
consider only ω such that ∂F<∞> = ∅. Let P<∞>(dλ, ω) denotes the spectral resolu-
tion of H<∞>(ω). Denote by H˜ the orthogonal supplement of HND in D<∞>. For a
function f in D<∞> we denote by σ˜(f)(dλ, ω) the spectral measure of the projection of
f on H˜. We denote by σ˜ac(f)(dλ, ω), σ˜sc(f)(dλ, ω), σ˜pp(f)(dλ, ω), resp. the absolutely
continuous, the singular continuous and the purely ponctual part of the Lebesgue de-
composition of the measure σ˜(f). Remark that σ˜ac(f) = σac(f) and σ˜sc(f) = σsc(f)
(σpp(f) is the sum of σ˜pp(f) plus the spectral measure of the projection of f on HND).
Consider x in F<∞>, we first prove that the map ω → σ˜(δx)(dλ, ω), where δx is the
Dirac function at x, is measurable in ω (the σ-field on the set of non-negative measures
on R is the smalest σ-field such that µ→ µ(A) is measurable for any Borelian A). In-
deed, denote by E˜+<n> the orthogonal supplement (for the L
2 scalar product for b<n>) of
END<n> in D
+
<n>, and for x in F<n> andm ≥ n, by σ˜
+
<m>(δx)(dλ, ω) the spectral measure
of the projection of δx on E˜
+
<m> for the operator H
+
<m>. It is clear that σ˜(δx)(dλ, ω)
is the limit of σ˜+<m>(δx)(dλ, ω) when m goes to infinity. But σ˜
+
<m>(δx)(dλ, ω) depends
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on ω only by the finite sequence (ω1, . . . , ωm) (which gives the position of x ∈ F<n>
as a point in F<m>), and hence, is measurable in ω. This implies the measurability
of ω → σ˜(δx)(dλ, ω). Proceeding exactely like in lemma V.15 of [2], we know that the
components σ˜ac(δx)(dλ, ω), σ˜sc(δx)(dλ, ω), σ˜pp(δx)(dλ, ω) of the Lebesgue decomposi-
tion of σ˜(δx)(dλ, ω) are measurable.
Consider now the familly of ”translations” in Ω defined by
τi1,... ,ik(ω) = (ω1 + i1[N ], . . . , ωk + ik[N ], ωk+1, . . . ),
where ωj+ij [N ] is the value of ωj+ij moduloN . It is clear that {τi1,... ,ik} k∈N
i1,... ,ik∈{1,... ,N}
k
is a measure preserving ergodic familly of transformations of Ω. Writting
{ω s.t. λ ∈ Σ·(ω)} = ∩ λ′,λ′′∈Q
λ′<λ<λ′′
{ω s.t. ∃n, ∃x ∈ F<n>, σ·(δx)(]λ
′, λ′′[, ω) > 0},
(and idem for Σ˜pp(ω)) we know that the set {ω s.t. λ ∈ Σ·(ω)} is measurable and
τ invariant, and thus is of measure 0 or 1. We define the deterministic set Σ· =
{λ ∈ Q s.t. P(λ ∈ Σ·(ω)) = 1}, where P denotes the expectation with respect to ω. It
is clear, since Σ·(ω) is closed, that we have Σ·(ω) = Σ· for allmost all ω. 
Proposition 3 If the density of states is completely created by the N-D eigenvalues,
i.e. if µND = µ then for almost all ω in Ω the set of N-D is complete i.e. HND =
D+<∞>(ω) = D
−
<∞>(ω). In this case, the spectrum of H<∞> is then pure point with
compactly supported eigenfunctions.
Remark 6 : When this last equality is satisfied then necessarily ∂X<∞> = ∂F<∞> =
∅. In particular, this means that if ∂F<∞> 6= ∅ then there is a component of the
spectrum in the complement of HND (for the Sierpinski gasket, it is known from [16]
that for Neuman boundary condition, this component is also pure point, but the answer
is not known for the Dirichlet boundary condition).
Remark 7 : It is known that the equality µND = µ is satisfied for Nested fractals (cf
[13], [14]). In [13] we precised an almost sure class of blow-ups for which the set of
N-D eigenfunctions is complete (called asymmetrical blow-ups). In particular for the
Sierpinski gasket this is true as soon as ∂F<∞> = ∅ (but this was known since [16]).
Proof: Denote by P and E the probability and the expectation with respect to the
blow-up for the product of the uniform measure on {1, . . . , N}. We first prove the
result in the discrete case. We must prove that
P(∪END<n> = D
+
<∞>) = 1,
⇔ P(∀f ∈ D<∞> with compact support, lim
n→∞
‖P
E˜+<n>
f‖2b<n> = 0) = 1,
where PE˜+<n>
is the orthogonal projection on the space E˜+<n> generated by the ”Neu-
mann only” eigenfunctions, i.e. the orthogonal supplement in D+<n> of E
ND
<n>. But this
is again equivalent to
∀k0, ∀f ∈ D
−
<k0>
, P( lim
n→∞
‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2b<n> = 0) = 1
⇔ ∀k0, ∀f ∈ D
−
<k0>
, ∀ǫ > 0, lim
n→∞
P(‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2b<n> ≥ ǫ) = 0.
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Let us now make a remark: for different blow-ups ω, the sets F<n> are isomorphic but
the measures b<n> are not equal but differ from a constant multiple. On F<n>, we
introduce the measure b˜<n>, independant of ω, by∫
F<n>
fdb˜<n> =
∑
i1,... ,in
βi1 · · · βin
∫
F
f|F<n>,i1,... ,indb.
Remark that b<n> = β
−1
ω1
· · · β−1ωn b˜<n>. Choose now a basis g1, . . . , gdim E˜+<n>
of E˜+<n>,
orthonormal for the scalar product associated with b˜<n>.
We have
P(‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2b<n> ≥ ǫ) ≤
1
ǫ
E(‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2b<n>)
= E(β−1ω1 · · · β
−1
ωn ‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2
b˜<n>
)
=
dim E˜+<n>∑
i=1
E(β−1ω1 · · · β
−1
ωn | < f, gi >b˜<n> |
2).
Now, we average on the blow-up: to do this we consider that the cell F<k0> is the
subcell F<n>,wn,... ,wk0+1 of F<n> and we average on the position of F<k0>. We denote
by fwn,... ,wk0+1 the function with value f on the cell F<n>,wn,... ,wk0+1 and 0 outside.
The last expression is equal to
1
Nn
∑
ω1,... ,ωk0
β−1ω1 · · · β
−1
ωk0
∑
ωk0+1,... ,ωn
dim E˜+<n>∑
i=1
b−1ωk0+1
· · · b−1ωn < fωk0+1,... ,ωn , gi >b˜<n> .
But the fωk0 ,... ,ωn are orthogonal and
‖fωk0 ,... ,ωn‖
2
b˜<n>
= β−1ωk0+1
· · · β−1ωn ‖f‖
2
b˜<k0>
.
This implies that
∑
ωk0+1,... ,ωn
β−1ωk0
· · · β−1ωn | < fωk0+1,... ,ωn , gi >b˜<n> |
2 ≤ ‖f‖2
b˜<k0>
,
for all i, and thus that
E(‖PE˜+<n>
f‖2b<n>) ≤
dim E˜+<n>
Nn−k0
1
Nk0
∑
ω1,... ,ωk0
β−1ω1 · · · β
−1
ωk0
‖f‖2
b˜<k0>
=
dim E˜+<n>
Nn−k0
E(‖f‖2b<k0>
).
which goes to 0 when n goes to infinity, by hypothesis. Thus, we proved that almost
surely on the blow-up we have ∪END<n> = D
+
<∞>. When this situation is satisfied then
necessarily D+<∞> = D
−
<∞> and hence ∂F<∞> = ∅ (since ∪E
ND
<n> ⊂ D
−
<∞>). Moreover
the spectrum of H<∞> is pure point since the Neumann-Dirichlet eigenfunctions form
a dense set of compactly supported eigenfunctions.
To prove the result in the continuous case we must consider the space E˜+<n>(λ),
λ ≤ 0, generated by the ”Neuman only” eigenfunctions with eigenvalues larger than λ,
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i.e. the orthogonal supplement in P+<n>([λ, 0])(D
+
<n>) of E
ND
<n> ∩ P
+
<n>([λ, 0])(D
+
<n>).
The space E˜+<n>(λ) is finite dimensionnal and we prove exactly in the same way that
almost surely on the blow-up for any function f with compact support ‖P
E˜+<n>(λ)
f‖2
converges to 0. 
3 About a ”Lebesque decomposition” of the density of states
3.1 The discrete case
To avoid confusion, we precise that we do not consider here the Lebesgue decomposi-
tion of the measure µ, but a decomposition of the measure µ into three (or four) parts
corresponding to the Lebesgue decomposition of the spectral measures. As pointed out
in remark 4, we proved that the measures µ and µND are related to the almost sure
spectrum and to the Neuman-Dirichlet spectrum by supp(µ) = Σ, ΣND = suppµ
ND.
In [14], we were able to compute these two measures in terms of a certain renormal-
ization map that we explicitely defined. The aim of this section is to introduce some
measures generalizing the measures µ and µND to the different parts of the Lebesgue
decomposition of the spectrum. We are not able to say much about these measures,
but we think they are central notions. In particular, we think that the central question
is wether it is possible to compute these measures in terms of the renormalization map
introduced in [14].
Let us start by a lemma.
Lemma 0.1 The measures µ and µND satisfy:
µ(dλ) = E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
b<0>(x)
(b<∞>(x))2
σ(δx)(dλ, ω)

 , (6)
µND(dλ) = E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
b<0>(x)
(b<∞>(x))2
σND(δx)(dλ, ω)

 , (7)
where E denotes the expectation with respect to the blow-up ω ∈ {1, . . . , N}N, and
σ(δx) and σND(δx) denotes respectively the spectral measure of the Dirac function δx
at x and the spectral measure of the projection of δx to the subspace HND generated by
the Neuman-Dirichlet eigenfunctions.
N.B.: Remind that for almost all ω, ∂F<∞> = ∅ so that the boundary condition
does not matter when we take expectation and we can simply write σ(δx)(dλ, ω) for
σ±(δx)(dλ, ω).
Proof: We first present the proof for µ. Remind that σ+<n>(δx)(dλ, ω) is the spectral
measure of the Dirac function δx for the operator H
+
<n> on D
+
<n> (it depends on
(ω1, . . . , ωn) via the position of F<0> in F<n>). It is clear that for all ω such that
∂F<∞> = ∅ and all x in F<0> we have
b<0>(x)
(b<∞>(x))2
σ(δx)(dλ, ω) = lim
n→∞
b<0>(x)
(b<n>(x))2
σ+<n>(δx)(dλ, ω).
Choose now a basis of eigenfunctions of H+<n>, g
+
1 , . . . , g
+
|F<n>|
for the eigenvalues
λ+1 = 0 > · · · ≥ λ
+
|F<n>|
. Assume moreover that these eigenfunctions are orthonormal
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for the l2 scalar product associated with the measure b˜<n> on F<n>, introduced in the
proof of proposition 3 (and remind that b<n> = β
−1
ω1
· · · β−1ωn b˜<n>). Each point in F<n>
can be labelled in a natural way (and in a non unique way) by a point (ω1, . . . , ωn, z) in
{1, . . . , N}×F . In the following, by abuse of notations, we simply write (ω1, . . . , ωn, z)
for the corresponding point in F<n>. We have
E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
b<0>(x)
(b<n>(x))2
σ+<n>(δx)(dλ, ω)


= E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
b<0>(x)
(b<n>(x))2
|F<n>|∑
i=1
| < g+i , δx >b<n> |
2
‖gi‖2b<n>
δλ+
i
(dλ)


= E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
|F<n>|∑
i=1
b<0>(x)βω1 · · · βωn |g
+
i (x)|
2δλ+
i
(dλ)


=
1
Nn
|F<n>|∑
i=1
N∑
ω1,... ,ωn=1
∑
z∈F
βω1 · · · βωnb(z)|g
+
i ((ω1, . . . , ωn, z)|
2δλ+
i
(dλ)
=
1
Nn
|F<n>|∑
i=1
δλ+
i
(dλ)
=
1
Nn
ν+<n>(dλ).
This proves the formula concerning µ. The proof for the formula for µND is similar:
on just has to replace σ+<n>(δ) by σ
ND
<n>(δx), the spectral measure of the projection of
δx on E
ND
<n>. 
Definition 0.1 We introduce the measures µac, µsc, µpp, µ˜pp, by
µ·(dλ) = E

 ∑
x∈F<0>
b<0>(x)
(b<∞>(x))2
σ·(δx)(dλ, ω)

 , (8)
and idem for µ˜pp. Remark that we have
µ = µac + µsc + µpp,
µpp = µ˜pp + µND.
Then we have the following easy proposition:
Proposition 4 We have
Σ· = supp(µ
·),
Σ˜pp = supp(µ˜
pp),
where Σac,Σsc,Σpp, Σ˜pp are the almost sure components of the spectrum introduced in
proposition 2.
Proof: By the definition itself it is clear that Σ· ⊂ supp(µ·). Reciproquely, if Σ·∩]λ
′, λ′′[6=
∅ this means that there exist n and x in F<n> such that σ·(δx)(]λ
′, λ′′[, ω) > 0 for a set
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of blow-up ω of positive measure. But the point x in F<n> is in F<0> for all ω starting
from a certain sequence (ω1, . . . , ωn). This means that for a set of positive measure of
blow-up ω, there exists x in F<0> such that σ·(δx)(]λ
′, λ′′[, ω) > 0. This immediately
implies that µ·(]λ′, λ′′[) > 0 and thus that suppµ· = Σ·. 
In [14] we were able to compute the measures µ and µND and to caracterize the
equality µ = µND. The natural question (but certainly difficult) is wether it is possible
to compute the different measures µac, µsc, µpp, µ˜pp in terms of the renormalization
map we introduced in [14]. This would give an information stronger than the Lebesgue
decomposition of the spectrum. In particular it would be interesting to understand
the measure µ˜pp, or the set Σ˜pp, which corresponds to the pure point part not induced
by the N-D spectrum. There are very few examples where the spectral properties of
the operator H<∞> are understood. There is the case where µ
ND = µ (including
the Sierpinski gasket and the nested fractals, cf [16], [13]), corresponding more or
less to the case where the asymptotic degree d∞ is smaller than N (cf [14]). In this
case we know that the only non-empty component in the spectrum is the Neuman-
Dirichlet component. We can prove also that in the case of a self-similar Sturm-Liouville
operator, the spectrum is continuous, i.e. Σpp = ∅. We do not know any example where
Σ˜pp is non empty.
Of course, what make things easy for the measure µ and µND is that they have an
expression as a limit of counting measures related to the operators on finite level F<n>.
There is no corresponding expression for the other parts of the density of states µac,
µsc, µ˜pp.
3.2 The continuous case
Of course, there are similar formulas for the continous setting. We give without
proof the correct definitions for the measures µac, µsc, µpp, µ˜pp. Denote by RX<0> :
L2(X<∞>)→ L
2(X<∞>) the operator of restriction toX<0> defined by RX<0>(f)(x) =
1{x∈X<0>}f(x). We also denote respectively by P
ac
<∞>(dλ, ω), P
sc
<∞>(dλ, ω), P
pp
<∞>(dλ, ω),
PND<∞>(dλ, ω), P˜
pp
<∞>(dλ, ω), the composition of the spectral resolution P<∞>(dλ, ω)
with the projection on respectively Hac, Hsc, Hpp, HND, H˜pp. Then we define
µ· = E (Trace(RX<0> ◦ P
·
<∞>(dλ, ω) ◦RX<0>)) ,
and idem for µ˜pp. It is not difficult to prove that these measures have the same prop-
erties as in the discrete case (i.e. the analogous of lemma 0.1 and proposition 4 are
satified).
Acknowledgment: I thank Franc¸ois Ledrappier who suggested me to consider random
blow-ups.
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